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Monday, May 1 of 2023

SPECIAL MESSAGE OF THE GLORIFIED CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER
OF FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN DE JESÚS, FOR THE FIRST DAY OF THE 113th MARATHON OF DIVINE MERCY

First Message

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

With the presence of all the angels of Heaven and the Ark of the Holy Covenant at My Feet; today,
for you and for the days of the special encounter with Me, through the Marathon of the Divine
Mercy, I bring a special and favorite portal for Me, which I hoped to open on this day, for all the
souls of the world and for all hearts, for all who need the Presence of the Celestial Father through
the Sacred Heart of Jesus.

For this reason, I am here today in a special way, to open the doors in this month of May, spiritual
doors and profound doors, that the Lord comes to announce for everyone on this day; doors that
open so that souls can cross them in confidence.

This special door that I open to you today is the door to My Spiritual Retreat, expressed through all
My passages and deeds in the Holy Land, but also filled with the experience and history of the
patriarchs and prophets, because on this special occasion for the month of May, not only will souls
need these Christic Codes at this time, but nations will also need them, through souls.

The Celestial Father has sent Me, together with the Ark of the Holy Covenant, because as you
already know, companions, this Sacred Ark holds many spiritual treasures unknown to humanity.
This Holy Spiritual Ark, which was built by Moses himself, was venerated and adored by the sacred
people of Israel throughout all times. This Sacred Spiritual Ark keeps all the experiences and deeds
of the public life of Jesus and of the greatest feelings of elevated Love that your Master and Lord
had for each one of the souls.

This Sacred Ark acts today as intercessor and mediator between the souls and all the sins of the
world, so that the Celestial Father, through His Law, His Spiritual Government and His
Omnipresence, grant in this month of May an urgent and necessary spiritual amnesty to all the
essences of the world, especially for those souls who believe in Christ, who live His Gospel and
who give their lives through unconditional service for the redemption of the entire human race.

For this reason, the Ark of the Holy Covenant, present today in the heart of this Sacred House,
unconditionally dedicated to the Work of the Divine Messengers, has been spiritually deposited, so
that this Sacred Ark, which today I have brought for all, may radiate the codes that the world needs
to find its path of redemption, to find its way back to the House of the Father, offended by the sins
and outrages of the world, by indifference, by conflicts and by war.

The Celestial Father has granted, for this month of May, that this Sacred Teraphim of God,
conceived through the people of Israel, comes here, to South America, so that the nations of this
region of the planet receive the assistance they need, immediate spiritual assistance to help untie the
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energetic knots of this world, which generate inflection points, dead-ends, where all souls who live
here are exposed, due to the nonfulfillment of the Spiritual Government.

For this reason, I am here today in a special way, together with My companions, together with My
apostles and My followers, all those who summon themselves at My Feet to reaffirm and recognize,
time and again, the sacrifice of the Lord, in His deepest silence.

Companions, today, I am here, opening the great door so that My Spiritual Retreat can be
recognized at this moment by the inner worlds; and if the inner worlds of each of you recognize it,
you will be able to remember, companions, what each one of you lived with Me so long ago in the
Holy Land and elsewhere in the world.

It is in this way that I come to awaken the last apostles, those who truly want nothing for
themselves. Those apostles of the last times who dare to cross the threshold into the unknown, the
apostles of the last times who are not afraid of transformation, liberation from sorrow, cure and
healing from guilt so that they can be reborn in Christ and through Christ.

I want to bring, through this Message, a moment of hope, joy and happiness, because what I have
experienced with you in Israel has been important for your Master and Lord and, mainly, what I
have experienced with each one of Mine, of those who were present, near or far, in this latest Sacred
Week.

The moment that we have lived, through the Sacred Week, has allowed your Master and Lord, the
Immaculate Heart of My Mother and My Father The Most Chaste Saint Joseph, the Three Sacred
Hearts, to be present again here in Brazil, and through Brazil with the whole world, to spiritually
take care of all the needs, urgencies and demands that souls are placing on us in these times,
because we know that this humanity on the surface not only lives the great preamble of its
Armageddon, but also lives unknown moments that it has never experienced or learned before, and
that it needs spiritual help to be able to go through them, accept and understand them.

I come today to prepare you so that you may truly live the next Marathon of Divine Mercy and so
that, as My praying warriors and My apostles, you may be whole at My Feet, at the foot of My
Spiritual and Celestial Church; so that the small and insignificant offering of each one may justify
all the errors of the world, especially those that the children and young people of these times
experience.

And thus, your Master and Lord, can free many hearts, besieged by the creation of suicide, by the
lack of love, of truth, of hope and of inner rebirth.

I come to ask My companions for one more step in consciousness, as it is the moment to take a step
towards maturity, towards what the Plan truly represents and means and its fulfillment for the end of
these times, through all souls who are self-summoned to stand before the Lord and live the end
times with bravery and courage; seeing, through each experience and each trial, an opportunity for
inner growth and not guilt, an opportunity to expand the consciousness and not a bond to what is
superficial.

You must learn to consider the events, just as the Hierarchy does. I encourage you, in this month of
May, when Our Sacred Hearts will bring all the necessary Graces for souls, not to miss this
opportunity, to be aware at every moment and in every minute that the Source of Graces, of the
Heart of Mary, of Saint Joseph and of Christ, will be open for you to come and drink and quench the
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thirst in this surface desert.

May this next Marathon be the opportunity of confirmation for each one, of the definition that I
asked of you in Israel, because even your Lord hopes to carry out His last Plans, in the souls and in
the world, in the nations and in distant places of the planet.

But for that, companions, it is very necessary to have a solid and firm spiritual support, built on
love, unity and harmony, because all this will establish an unknown peace, a peace that many souls
in these times are looking for and do not find.

I want to tell you, in clear Words, that Our Sacred Hearts will not only be able to connect souls to
the Spiritual Retreat of Christ during the month of May, but also Our Hearts will work tirelessly to
help souls reconnect to the Primordial Source.

For this reason, I would like to see in the coming days and weeks this simple and true ardent
devotion that I found here today.

May this awaken within your hearts the enthusiasm to experience the reencounter with Me, because
thus, time and again, I will renew you, in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.
Amen.

And thus, you will be able to follow My Footsteps, you will be able to recognize My Footprints,
because, although you do not know it, I have a path built for each essence, waiting for each soul, in
this trajectory that will lead you towards Infinity.

Because the result of all this experience on Earth is that you learn to live from Love, from Higher
Love.

I thank you for being with Me today and for responding to My requests.

Go in peace.


